
SOCIOLOGY SIX THINKING HATS

I've always thought Edward De Bono's â€œSix Thinking Hatsâ€• () is an the demands placed on students in a-level
sociology and psychology.

Read Next. It establishes parameters such as the topic of discussion or the problem that needs to be resolved,
as well as the end result or expected outcome. The value of volunteers as resources for congregations. Falah D.
This paper propose organizing member to use right thinking tools in having resourceful and well managed
voluntary members with right ethics and values. Next, for validation of MOM, It can be seen that green and
blue hat are applied. It aims to encourage parallel thinking, full-spectrum thinking and to separate ego from
performance Dawe,  The Six Thinking Hats method could then be used in a sequence to first explore the
problem, then develop a set of solutions, and to finally choose a solution through critical examination of the
solution set. If people face a crisis situation, they need to learn to be forgiver for things that they can. Figure 2:
Combination of bloom taxonomy and thinking hats Based on this diagram above, the author propose for next
research to analyse the effectiveness of thinking hats by using bloom taxonomy approach. Evidence for
altruism: Toward pluralism of prosocial motives. D4 All except red At emergency cases, One should not think
emotionally and give ideas as long as it is under control and relevant at that situation. It introduce ways of
thinking in maximizing quality of meeting agenda, time frame and role of each character involve in particular
discussion. Ä°stanbul: Remzi Publ. Olivier S. This kind of thinking requires setting the framework for
developing policy or strategy. Erginer, E. Each team member wears each hat in turn. Electronic meeting
systems to support group work: theory and practice at Arizona. Apart from that, meeting has many suitable
way to become effective one. To increase creativity in your brainstorming sessions: Start the meeting and set
the agenda with a Blue Hat Highlight relevant facts with the White Hat Brainstorm new ideas with the Green
Hat Build on ideas with the Yellow Hat The Yellow Hat is perhaps the most powerful and underutilized
perspective. Who gives to the poor? A leader also should ask members of meeting to prepare their respective
task before come to meeting. From here, the author see some weakness of applying blue hat in this stage. In
Press Kivunja C. Treasurer updated and 3 Minutes of meeting MOM and financial report White explained on
financial MOM and financial report quickly validated while all Yellow outcome from Jan till Sept are
distributed members seem indifferent on the content of both documents 4 Validation of MOM Discussions on
how to a Activities that are managed All members brace themselves Blue, Green ensure pending activities to
to be carried out before this for the coming discussion. The Six Thinking Hats Method Edward de Bono
developed a simple and effective way to facilitate more productive meetings by utilizing different
perspectives. In spite of that number of studies also have found that individuals who have a higher level of
formal educational attainment, and individuals with higher levels of occupational prestige are more likely than
others to engage in volunteer activities Clary et al ; Hodgkinson ; Hoge et al ; Regnerus et al ; Fischer et al 
People who engage in white hat thinking are more inclined to base their input on tangible evidence, such as
financial figures, numbers, percentages and metrics that can prove or disprove theories and ideas. It follows
two-way communication process including discussions, interactive games, working in groups and pairs,
presentations, case studies, thinking techniques and individual activities. Secretary ask for repetition 5
Information recorded by Secretary keenly jot down all White, Blue and confirmation of details Secretary
necessary points in simplified manner Panels of meeting listen in 6 Food for thought by this session chairman
Secretary to call for 7 Priority Simplify and Secretary stop some unnecessary Black, Blue summarising the
result to Summarize discussion be brought next meeting soon More updates had been 8 Round table Everyone
reminded their peers on Blue, arise at the end of the being consistently committed in Yellow session executed
their tasks Based on the Table 2 and Figure 1, this voluntary meeting has shown weaknesses on some part.
The participants will receive all the teaching material needed for effective integration of the Six Thinking Hats
in teaching practice. This hat can be used in Contradict to yellow health care to remind students of policies,
protocols, laws and regulations related to and objecting criticism situations. Wilson, J. Instead of killing
creative way thinking, definitely it will result in traditional thinking. Because everyone is focused on a
particular approach at any one time, the group tends to be more collaborative than if one person is reacting
emotionally Red hat while another person is trying to be objective White hat and still another person is being
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critical of the points which emerge from the discussion Black hat. At this stage 4c , everyone tried to give
creative ideas, other opportunities and supported with facts toward the problem. Understanding obstacles aids
in creating contingency plans, or Plan B. The Six thinking hats helps students and teachers become more
effective, innovative thinkers. Time as a gold for people must be utilised with effective input and output
discussion. However, for volunteerism only focused on typical approach on recruitment , event orientation and
innovation Lyda,  Target groups The course is aimed for school leaders, teachers, school counsellors and other
professionals working in education that are interested in teaching of thinking as a skill.


